
        

In LP4.1, I will know:                                          11/03/24 - (WK 1)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework
 the location of Svalbard 
 the features of the glacial landscape in Svalbard;
 the location of Lapland and the impact of tourism.

⬜

⬜

⬜

climate, feature, adaptation, 
attraction, glacier, arete

Postcard from Svalbard

In LP4.2, I will know:                                          18/03/24 - (WK 2)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework
 the location of Death Valley;
 why Death Valley is considered inhospitable;
 how to create a climate graph for Death Valley.

⬜

⬜

⬜

latitude, precipitation, climate 
graph, enquiry, inhospitable

In LP4.3, I will know:                                         08/04/24 - (WK 1)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework

 the location of the 7 Wonders of the World;
 the location of the UK's National Parks;
 the purpose of National Parks.

⬜

⬜

⬜

economic, environmental, 
social, infrastructure, 
protected, National Park, 
legislation,

Tourist leaflet

Extended Task ⬜

In LP4.4, I will know:                                          15/04/24 - (WK 2)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework
 how tourism impacts National Parks;
 the location of the Totem Pole;
 how the Totem Pole was formed.

⬜

⬜

⬜

honeypot, coast, erosion, 
corrasion, stack

In LP4.5, I will know:                                         22/04/24 - (WK 1)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework
 the location of Jamaica;
 the impacts of tourism on Jamaica;
 how tourism could be more sustainable.

⬜

⬜

⬜

effect, social, economic, 
environmental, Caribbean

Revision flashcards

In LP4.6, I will know:                                          29/04/24 - (WK 2)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework
 how tourism in Jamaica could be more sustainable;
 how to effectively prepare for and complete an assessment.

⬜

⬜

⬜

sustainability, eco tourism, 
local economy, multiplier 
effect

Extended Task ⬜

In LP4.7, I will know:                                          06/05/24 - (WK 1)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework
 where Dubai is located;
 how and why Dubai's economy has developed;
 how sustainable tourism in Dubai is.

⬜

⬜

⬜

Dubai, Middle East, 
investment, economy, 
sustainability 

Sustainability advert

In LP4.8, I will know:                                          13/05/24 - (WK 2)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework
 the location of Antarctica;
 about sustainable tourism in Antarctica.

⬜

⬜

⬜

Antarctica, South Pole, 
hemisphere, remote, 
undeveloped, sustainability

Resources to support learning:

FFET Award Challenge for this Learning Programme:
Knowledge organiser, BBC Bitesize

Attend an extra-curricular club, represent the academy at an event, attend an enrichment day, receive a subject praise postcard, attend a day trip, attend a head of year breakfast or 
afternoon tea, achieve 100 positive points on class charts, receive a letter of commendation from SLT, be invited to a wonderful Wednesday, receive a principals letter or be invited to a 
principals lunch, attend a residential trip, achieve the Duke of Edinburgh bronze award. 

Reading texts that pupils will study 
during the learning programme

Year 7 Geography
Learning Programme 4

Loric for LP4 is Initiative

The value we are learning about is Justice and Integrity: Svalbard advertisement; Peak District news 
article; Dubai development articleJustice- Fair behaviour or treatment

Integrity - Being honest and having strong moral principles
What will I be learning about in this Learning Programme?
About a range of varied, fantastic, locations, on a local to global scale.

Where have I seen this learning before?
KS2- oceans and continents, longitude and latitude

What could I use it for? 
Y9 Development- how tourism can help a country develop; to help me to appreciate the impact that I might have on places, and knowledge 
of how to be a sustainable global citizen


